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48. On the Notion Measurability.

By Shizu ENOMOTO.
(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A,, May 16, 1951.)

Our main purpose of this paper is to give another definition
of "Measurability" with respect o Carathodory’s outer measure
tha that which is given by Carathodory himself.

Let X be a metric space. In this paper we shall consider
Carathodory’s outer measure’) / defined for all sub-sets of X
which satisfies the following condition:

1 (A) + for every bounded set A,

and call it conditionally finite outer measure. The class of sets that
are measurable (with respect to ) in the sense of Carathodory
is denoted by Q:().

Consider a class of sets which consists of the elements of
(() and in which there exists a sequence {K,} of bounded sub-
sets such that U=K,--X and K _K,.+ or every n. Let
(,, {K,}, ) be the class of sets A satisfying (A,)----(K).
--(K,.CA,)) for every n, where A is the common part A and
K,. For instance, for and {K,} we can take the class of circles
S,.(p) of n-radius with a fixed point p. We can see at once that
the class (, {K,,}, ) is independent on . and {K,, and there-
fore we denote it by -91() and call -modular se the element of
!)t(). When ? is a completely additive class and is completely
additive on 2, we say that !) is z-completely additive class. Given
classes of sets ! and 9, we denote by [ff, ] the smallest com-
pletely additive class containing i and Y.

Definition. Let be conditionally finite outer measure given
in a metric space X. Let m be aa arbitrary regular) outer
measure satisfying the property such that m(K)----(K) for every
K, and that re(A)_ (A) for the other sets A. Then, m is termed
dominant measure of and any set A of (m)is said to be m-
dominant measurable set of . Particularly, consider the set func-
tion 0(A)= inf m(A), where the infimum is taken over all dom-
inant measure m of . In this case, if 0 is a regular outer
measure and therefore a dominant measure of , the outer measure

is called relatively regula and any o-dominant measurable set
of is called t-measurable set.

1) C. Carathodory: Vorlesungen fiber reelle Funktion (1927), 235.
2) CA is complement of A.
3) C. Carath4odory: Loc. cit. 253,
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Let us begi with the following three lemmas.
Lemma 1. Given a sequence of sets E,, such that ;,. is measura-

ble with respect to an outer measure and that E,, 1,,+ (n 1,
2,...), we have for an arbitrary set A

lim I,(A E,) (A (J,,. E.,)).

Since this proof is easy, we shall omit here.

Lemma. 2. In order that the class ,t() o.f -modular sets be
m-completely additive class, where is a conditionally .finite outer
measure defined in X, it is necessary and sujficient that the ,tbllowing
equality should hold

(2) (A B) +(A.CB) (A) whenever A, B .q()

Proof. It is evident that the condition (2) is necessary. We
shall prove the sufficiency of the condition.

) Evidently, if A (), then C(A)
ii) If A, B e !}t@.), then A,-.,B, A,.-,B !R(#.). By the definition,

it is enou;i to show the case when A and B are sub-sets of some
K.. Using A, B (p)

On the other hand, #(K,)--#(It:,,C(AB)) __.#(AB). Therefore
,(AB) (,)--(K,C(AB)), whence ABe(#). From i)
and AB e (#), AB e () follows.

iii) If A, B(#.) and AB 0, then #,(AB)= g.(A)+(B).
It is evident from AB (#) and (2).

iv) If A.(.) and A, A=0 (ij), then (,:A)
since A.,, (A,). If we put A ]7=A,

(A) (W:L,AJ and therefore lim ., ,(A,) =. .(Az) (A).
On the other hand, since is the outer measure, =v,(A,)_(A)
and therefore

v) If A., e () (i 1, 2, ...), then U.,%,.A, e (). It is enough.
to show the case when AA 0 (ij) and A K,, (i 1, 2, ...)
for some K.. Now by iv),

vhence A .() follows.
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Lemma :). Let be a conditionally finite outer measure defined
in X and the class of sets which belongs to at least one of classes

which are p,-completely additive class of sub-sets of X and contains
(). Then .) coincides with the class t(p,) of -modular sets.

Proof. It is easy to see ) (). Let us prove t

___
t().

Firstly, let us show that [(:(), A] for any set A which belongs to
t(), is -completely additive class. We see easily that, if
Me [:(t0, A], M is given by the form such that

M= (BA) / (BCA), where B, B ().

And moreover the following equality holds

(4) (M) .(B A) + (B’ CA).

In order to show the equation, by Lemma 1, it is enough to prove
the case when A, B and B are sub-sets of some K. Now, for
any set E e (t,.) such that E

(K.,) .(E) +.(K,CE)
(EA) +(ECA) +.(CEA) +t.(KCECA)
,(AE)+(ACE)+(KCAE)+.(CACE)
.(A) + ,,(K,,-,CA ) .(K,).

Thus, ,(E) +.(KCE) .(EA) +.(ECA) +,(K,CEA)
+,(K,,CECA). Therefore,

(5) (E) .(EA) +.(ECA).

Using (5,

z.(BwB’) .((BB’)A) +,,((BB’)CA)
,(BA) + p.(BrCBA)+.(BrfCA) +p.(BCB CA)

_,((BA) ] (B’CA))+.((B’CBA) / (B CB’CA)_
(B,-,B’)

whence p.((BA) ] (B’CA))- p.(BA)+(B’CA).
Let Me [{(), A], MM---0 (i==j), then they are given by

M-- (BA) / (BCA), B,B--- 0 (i:=j) and BB 0
Using (4), (5)and that .((J=,B)A)-----.F=p,(BA) by Lemma
1, it follows that

5] ,(M,).
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Consequently, [(t), A] is ..-completely additive class. T.e class
of sets belonging to [5_’(.), A], where A is taken over all elements
of Yt(), contains (.) and therefore ! (.).

Corollar)" 1. In order that i:he class 9(t) of 1:,-modular sets of
a conditionally finite outer measure t defined in X be -completely
additive class, it is necessary and sufficient that be t-completely
additive class.

Theorem 1. The class R(m) of the m-dominant measurable sets
of a conditionally outer measure , defined in X, is ’.-completely ad-
ditive class.

Proof. By Lemma 1, it is enough to show that p.(A)= re(A)
for any set A which is an element of 9t(m) and A h: for some
K,. Then m(K)----- re(A) + m(,,rCA), p.(K,.)_.(A) + z(K,r CA)
and m(K,)---,(K,) hold. Consequently m(A)+m(KrCA)___t,.(A)
+ t(K,,rCA). On the other hand, since .(A) m(A) and (rCA)
_
(K,CA), m(A) + m(K.orCA) .(A) + p,(K,. CA). Thus, re(A)

+m(K,CA) ,(A)+.(K,rCA) and therefore (A) re(A).
Corollary 2. z.(A.) re(A) holds for any set A of the class

R(m) of m-dominant measurable ses of a conditionally .finite outer
measure t de.fined in X.

Theorem 2,. In order that a conditionally finite outer measure
t defined in X be reativey regular, it is necessary ad sufficient that
the class 9t(.) of ,-modular sets be -completely additive class.

Proof. i) when t* is relatively regular" There exists the
regular outer rneas.re z.o such that t,)(A)m(A) for every
domimnt measure m of n, and t is completely additive on
by Theorem 1. We shall show Yt()= R(.o). By Lemma 3,
R(,o) .R(t) and therefore it is enough te see R(to) 9t(). Sup-
pose that there exists a set A such that A fft(b,.0) and A
Then, by the definition, we can suppose that A is a sub-set of some
K. Since .o(K.,) . .,.0(A) + ,.o(KrCA), .(K) .(A) + p,(K,rCA)
and .t’.o(K.,) t(K,), then ,(A) + ,(/(:r CA) .o(A) +)(,rCA) and
at least one of ,.(A),.o(A) and t(K,-,CA),o(r,CA) holds. On
the other hand, there exists 9 which satisfies A eg and
IC,rCA e by the Lemma 3. Let m(A) inf p,(B), where the
infimum is taken over all the sets B sach that B E and B e,
then m is the dominant measure of , by the extension theorem)
and ,JYt (0.). lYloreover, at least one of m,(A) .,-,(A) and
m(.CA) .0(K,,CA)holds. This is contradict to the defini-
tion of ,.. Therefore 9t(t0) R(). ii) When R(t) is n.-complete-
ly additive class- If we put re(A)---inf .(B), where the infimum

4) E. Hopf" Ergodentheorie (1937), p. 2.
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is taken over all sets B such that B

__
A and B e !}l(t0, by the ex-

tension theorem and !R() (.), m s the dominant measure of. Let m(A) be an arbitrary dominant measure of t. By Coro-
llary 2, for any set A of R(m) such that A K. or some
/(A) m(A) and (KCA) m(K,CA) and therefore, since
m() m(A)+m(CA), .(K,) (A)+,(KCA) holds. Thus,
A eR() and also t(m)C_ R(). Using that m is regular and
Corollary 2, m(A) nf m(B) inf t(/), where the infimum is
taken over all sets B such that B A and B R(m), holds and
moreover, since 9t(m)

_
t() and the definition of m, we find

tha re(A) m(A) and this completes the proof.

Corollar :. When a conditionally finite outer measu’e de-
.fined in X is regular, it is-relatively regular).

Remark 1. There exist conditionally finite outer measures which
are relatively regular, but non-regular measures. Example 1 Let
, be the Lebesgue outer measure in the 2-dimensional Euclidean
space and /2 a non-measurable set such that the immr measure is
zero with C2. When we put

6 ) ;(A) ,(A) +(Ar/2)

t(A) is non-regular outer measure). For the sub-set A of some
K,,,, we shall put

7 ,.(A) ,(K,,)-#(,CA),

S u.(A) (g.,) ,,(K, CA).

Now, ,,,(A)= (K,,)--(K,,CA)
{,,)+v(K,+CI2)-v(K,+CA)-v(K,CA.2)
,.(A) + ,(K)--u(K.,,,CA 2)
,.(A)+,,.(K,.,C(K,.,-CA,-,2)) v.(A)+,.(ACp,).

Thus,
(9)

Moreover,

.,(A) ,,,(..4) + ,,(A

,(A2)-,,(AC/2) v(A$2)-,,((A)C)

,(A 2) {v(A 2) + ,,(eL’) } ,,(C$2) 0,
whence

(10) ,(A2) ,,(AC#).

Using (6), (9) and (10), in order that (A)= #,(A), it is necessary
and sufficient that (A) ,,(A) and ,(A2) ,,(AC).

5) c. Carathdodory" Loc. cit. 260.
6) C. Carathodory" Loc. cit. 339.
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Let A be an element of (,) (/(,) such that A K,, for
some K. Since (A) ,.(A) and (Ar I2) (A), .(AC)
=,.(A (CCA)) ,. (A) +,. (C CA) ,.(A) ’(A) (A)
and therefore by (10), ,.(AC)= (A9) follows. Consequently
(,) (’) C (). On the other hand, since ,(A)
.(A) p,.(A), (p,) (,) and also

(11), (n,) (,) 5"(,).

Let A be aa element of (,) ad W an arbitrary set. Then.
,(WA)+(WCA) ,(WA)+(WA2)+,(WCA)+,(W
CA.9) = W) + ,((W) A) + ,( W9) CA) ,( W) + ,(W.)

.(W). Therefore ’(,) ’(.) and namely, by (11),

(12) ((,) (,) t(,) (,).
From the above, cosideration and Theorem 2, is relatively
regular.

Remark 2. There exist outer measeres which are no rela-
tively egular. xample 2: Let ad , be the notation used in
Example 1. Let us put)

(13) ,(A) (,,(A) + ,.(A)).

Then () consists of every sub-sets of X. Because, for an
arbitrary sub-set A of some

,.(K,)-- ,(A) (,(h:)+ ,. ()) --((A)+ ,.(A))

(,(K,)--, (A))+ (,,(K,)-,.(A))
(,.(CA)+,(K,CA)) ,(CA).

But there exist sets A,, A:e X such that

,(A:) ( g,(A:A,) +(ACA))

Remark . There exist outer measures for which ere exists
-complely additive class such that (,) and ()
xample Let be the outer measure given in Example 2.
Then for the set A given in Example 2, A (), A() and
[(), A] (). Moreover, it is already shown in the proof
Lemma 3 that [(), A] is -completely additive class.

7) C. Carathodory" Loc. cit. 605.


